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... a distinct, broad, but compelling
framework for examining a variety of laws
and social policies. ?Legal Studies Forum...
a very rich volume that has something to
offer to many different tastes... an excellent
companion to the main textbook in a large
undergraduate law-and-society course.
?Contemporary SociologyNo issue has
captured the imagination of social
scientists and legal scholars more
consistently than the creation of laws. The
political implications of the study of law
and society often create ideological
diatribes with little attention to empirical
detail. In this book, legal scholars,
sociologists, political scientists, and
anthropologists join in an attempt to
develop and refine a structural theory of
law.
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worth making. Some of these are legal, such as during States of Emergency or through A second problem relates to the
recognition of customary law within the formal legal system. The African Human Rights System: Its Laws, Practice,
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means that incurable structural contradictions have it would state inter alia: The thought most basic to our submission is
the need The State, the Law, and Structural Contradictions (African Systems of This article traces the history of
systematic African philosophy from the early 1920s the identity of the African was European, his thought system,
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